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The purpose of this paper is to explore the nurse leader's role in understanding the impact of American colonialism
– specifically racism, a product of colonialism – as a key determinant in shaping the education of nursing students
and its influence on practicing nurses. American values have been grounded in its colonialism and continue to be
influential in shaping beliefs, attitudes, behaviors, and policies within the United States. Like racism, American co-
lonialismdepends on its perceived death for its survival – this is its paradox.Historic roots of the nursing profession
evolvedwithin this context of American colonialismwhich has shaped the lens of individuals who are the leaders
and practitioners in our profession. Therefore, it is important to examine strategies that challenge and decolonize
the nursing profession and to become an accomplice, clarifying and addressing inclusion/exclusion in our
profession's leadership machine including: hiring/promotion practices, confrontation of White silence, critiquing
design and dissemination of knowledge development, and fosteringwidespread change in nursing education/cur-
riculum.Understanding the invisible internalization andmanifestation of racismwithin our professionmust be ad-
dressed if we are to advance the integrity and quality of education and practice in the nursing profession and to
promote equity of healthcare among all individuals in the United States.
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The plague of racism is insidious, entering into our minds as smoothly
and quietly and invisibly as floating airborne microbes enter into our
bodies to find lifelong purchase in our bloodstreams.

[Maya Angelou (2014)]

Introduction

The purpose of this paper is threefold: (1) to advocate that nurse
leaders gain an improved understanding of the link between and deep
institutionalization of American colonialism, racism, and oppression
and their normalization in the United States (US); (2) to relate that rac-
ism is a key determinant in shaping the education of nursing students
influencing the perspectives and behaviors of practicing nurses; and
(3) to describe the key role of nurse leadership in decolonizing the nurs-
ing profession. Regardless of shallow transformations in the US, Ameri-
can colonialism's deep-seated structural characteristics have persisted
across time including establishing an economic and political power
base with the aim of achieving wealth, territory, and dominion of one
ce Department, CNHP, Drexel
645 Cherry Street, Philadelphia,
group over another (Hardeman, Medina, & Kozhimanni, 2016). Colo-
nizers' (White elite) wealth has occurred as a result of “genocidal mur-
der” and “brutal enslavement,” which anchors American colonialism.
Similar circumstances have endured over time and have been protected
even today, as a result of “physical violence, psychic terrorism and psy-
cho-economic manipulation” (Williams et al., 2010, p. 159). Thus, the
location of economics is within the range of strategies implemented to
preserve command amid those to be conquered (Williams et al., 2010).

The legacy of this nation's foundations of western colonialism has
greatly impacted and influenced individuals within the US including
the development of the nursing profession. We do not discount the im-
pact of gender oppression in the nursing profession with its resultant
economic consequences. The nursing professions' origins were struc-
tured within an established hierarchy, and nurses continue to be
oppressed by those practicing medicine who are predominantly White
men who are placed at the top of this hierarchy (Rooddehghan,
ParsaYekta, & Nasrabadi, 2015). Within the experience of oppression,
the dominant group has the power to control and silence the other
group thereby promoting a systematic, pervasive, and recurring inequi-
table relationship (Rooddehghan et al., 2015).

Like racism, American colonialism depends on its perceived death for
its survival-this is its paradox (Jackson, 2009). Intentional focus on the
remnants of American colonialism, racism, and oppression must be rec-
ognized among those in nursing leadership positions. These are not
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antiquated concepts, and they are currently active in US culture. They in-
fluence nursing education and its values and practiceswhich donot rem-
edy health disparities and health inequities effectively within society. In
order to improve nursing leadership's practice and policy development,
it will be necessary to conduct a critical analysis of the construction of
knowledge that has influenced the cultural discourseswithin socio-polit-
ical and historical contexts. Furthermore, it is important to recognize and
redress the mode of thought about American colonialism given its pres-
ent-day pernicious effects on the mindset and behaviors of professional
nurses. Intentional, clear, and direct action is needed to eliminate com-
plicity in themaintenance of the effects of colonialismwithin the nursing
profession.

American colonialism and racism are inextricably linked; racism is “a
built-in and natural product [of colonialism], essential to the social con-
struction of an otherwise illegitimate and privileged access to property
and power” (Go, 2004, p.36). There is a need to confront the covert inter-
nalization and expression of racism within the nursing profession. This
confrontation is necessary to support critique of our educational prac-
tices; furthermore, an evaluation is required on how the profession im-
plements an anti-racist approach where nursing leaders “walk the
walk; don't just talk the talk” in all aspects of their work (Dale, 2014, p.
261). It is important to understand that nursing faculty and leaders can-
not teach and practicewhat they do not know. Therefore, it is paramount
thatwe are informedmore comprehensively and critically about our his-
tory to avoid the unconscious embodiment of the partisan, tainted, san-
itized, and opportunely forgotten history that promulgated racism.
Nurse leaders and educators must not view this knowledge of American
colonialism as an event conveniently perceived as a singular historical
moment. Rather, nurse leaders must accurately see it as it is—a systemic
enduring structure that influences everything in the US including profes-
sional nursing practice. Transparency about the persistence of racism
and its effects on the nursing profession is necessary in order to control
thedestinywe seek to have (Trueman,Mills, &Usher, 2011). The broader
foundation of American colonialism, which embeds a system of racism
and maintains white supremacy, affects everyone in society including
nurses who often enter our profession as a calling because they care
and want to improve the health of all people (Patel, 2015; Schroeder &
DiAngelo, 2010). Decolonizing the minds of professional nurses will re-
quire courage, intentional actions, and an appreciation of the history
that set us on this path.
Laying the groundwork: American colonialism, racism, and oppres-
sion in the US

“The colonized are caught in the tightly knit web of colonialism.”
[(Fanon, 1963, p. 15)]

American colonization, manifested through configurations of power,
was instrumental in the construction of the concept of race; in addition,
it has been used to justify inequitable power relations between settlers
and Native Americans as well as persons of African, Hispanic, and Asian
descent. The invention of an “Other” or “the colonized,” supported the
practice of leaders of empires to classify themselves as colonizers
(Beavis et al., 2015). “Othering” of a culture is not only complicit in rac-
ism and American colonialism, it has created and has been breeding in-
equality, to some extent, by positioning people differentially within the
ethnoracial ranking that is prominent within the US (Viruell-Fuentes,
Miranda, & Abdulrahi, 2012). Sinclair and Albert (2008) asserted that
Western culture has a tendency to perceive Indigenous peoples, and cer-
tainly other racial minority social groups, as the Other. This has contrib-
uted to the destructive speech that the Other embodies all things
repulsive and undesirable. Beavis et al. (2015) have also acknowledged
that the term ‘culture,’ frequently used when discussing race, was creat-
ed to label non-European individuals as inferior, barbaric, and uncivi-
lized. Through a process of terrorism, American colonizers successfully
forced assimilation to their values and subjugation. This power disparity
has allowed American colonizers to strip African and Indigenous people
of their beliefs, language, families and identities and to force these people
to subsist under the colonizers' inflicted suffering (Henderson, 2000).

Power is “the capacity to exert force on or over something or some-
one”while oppression is “the exercise of authority or power in a burden-
some, cruel, or unjust manner” (Hoyt, 2012, p. 225). Power must be
understood at its multiple levels and contexts in order to fully under-
stand our US health system (Williams et al., 2010). The forcible, domi-
nant qualities of power, as well as its obscurity, allows for
implementation as ameans of control by creating and upholding author-
ity and legitimacy. Given its elusive basis, power can only be realized
through the use of a system that upholds its ability to sustain control.
As such, it should not be viewed as individually-based; rather, it is pro-
foundly collective, and it codifies its fundamental nature within societal
institutions (Williams et al., 2010). Power is integral to maintaining
health disparities and must be examined critically given its influence
on healthcare and health outcomes. This critical examination includes
(i) the function of macrosystems, and (ii) the systematic historical and
contextual factors that affect and determine power systems and relation-
ships to health systems and outcomes. Predictably, colonialism implies a
power inequality where the colonizer dominates the colonized using
whatever is necessary such as violence, brutality, and terror (physically,
mentally, financially, politically, educationally, spiritually, and eventual-
ly, culturally; Williams et al., 2010). In the end, American colonialism
governs the perceptual development of those colonized, warping cul-
ture, so that it is defined and endorsed through the reality of colonialism.
American colonialism “is the entire conquest of land and people. That is
all” (Fanon, 1963, p. 14).

Contesting present-day ideals stemming from American colonialism
among those in nursing leadership positions requires intentional decon-
struction ofwhite elite knowledge systems that are grounded in the con-
struct of colonialism and has been embedded in the minds of the larger
Anglo American culture (e.g., identity, practices, and attitudes towards
the Other) and which has universally permeated human nature in the
US. Structural and systemic inequities that inform socio-determinants
of health result from the pervasiveness of domination and oppression
that has sustained the hierarchy of white privilege (Hardeman et al.,
2016). This embedded process is entangled into a collective conscience
that influences everyone at some level; professional nurses are not ex-
cluded (Thésée & Carr, 2012). A recent report from the Human Rights
Network (2010), an established group of human and civil rights organi-
zations in the US, provides an illustration of this pervasiveness in the US.
They state in their joint report to theUnitedNations Periodic Review that
discrimination in the US “permeates all aspects of life and extends to all
communities of color” (Human Rights Network, 2010, p. 6). This means
thatwhen concerns arise,wemust be deliberate and thoughtful in bring-
ing attention to the systemic, far-reaching tentacles of American colo-
nialism that are lodged deeply in our individual consciousness and are
easily obscured due to its normalization historically and currently
(Thésée & Carr, 2012).

As long as American colonialism is an unmarked standard and pro-
fessed to be obsolete and irrelevant, it can hide and transform itself
and can carry onwithout obstruction. As noted above, like racism, Amer-
ican colonialism depends on its perceived death for its survival and that
this is its paradox. Race and racial hierarchy, importantly, fails to exist
outside this paradigm of colonialism. Race, conversely, is a reality in
America's world order constructed through colonialism. Nursing profes-
sionals must have a foundational understanding of race relations and
racism, as professional nursing in the US began with an institutional
bias against Blacks and their marginalization continues to be seen at
every level, particularly in nursing leadership positions (Barbee, 1993).

Racism: a determinant in shaping professional nursing

Racism is a “multilevel systemof inequality profitingwhite people at
the expense of people of color… racism [is] embedded in all aspects of
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society and the socialization process” (Schroeder & DiAngelo, 2010, p.
244). Racism cannot be simply relegated to having prejudice, bias, or
discrimination based on perceptions of skin color or nationality. These
views of racismhave prominence in the realworld and are all central in-
gredients in racism's recipe. However, holding just this conception of
racism is incomplete and misleading, as these ingredients are merely
symptoms and expressions of the greater phenomenon (Jackson,
2009). Similarly, Bonilla-Silva stated that racism is “institutionalized
and based on a system in which the white majority 'raises its social po-
sition by exploiting, controlling, and keeping down others who are cat-
egorized in racial or ethnic terms (Jackson, 2009, p.163).'” Thus,
individual prejudices and racial hostility are not required for the racial
order to operate. Research on racism in professional nursing is required,
as Baptiste (2015) has reported that there is a misleading and incorrect
notion that racism and discrimination are not apparent in healthcare
and, more explicitly, that it does not exist in the nursing profession.

Context must be considered, otherwise it formulates all forms of rac-
ism to appear equal, which is not reality, and it argues that
colorblindness will ameliorate racism. Colorblindness ignores race, and
it obstructs the process needed to first eliminate racism (Harrell et al.,
2011). Colorblindness makes racism indestructible (Jackson, 2009).
Most professional nurses in the US are within the dominant, majority,
privileged white population (Hall & Fields, 2013). Accordingly, nurse
leaders must take a more deliberate proactive stance on the preparation
of the next generation of nurses in understanding the root factors that
shape health disparities and health inequity. It is necessary to move be-
yond a focus on cultural competence alone, as this merely promotes a
color-blind mentality that “eclipses the significance of institutionalized
racism” (Joseph, 2015, p. 8). For cultural competence to realize its poten-
tial, professional nurses must have a critical understanding about the
fundamental socio-political and economic processes of power, privilege,
and institutional racism that produce, support, and maintain prevailing
health disparities. Pollitt (2016) has asserted that activism from each
and every professional nurse is necessary to halt racism and discrimina-
tion in both health services and the healthcare system; we cannot fail to
realize that racism is a socio-determinant of health outcomes. Taken to-
gether, racism informs an individual's life opportunities and access to
valued resources in society, critical to one's health, social well-being,
and the ability to live one's life with dignity and grace (Rajaram &
Beckworth, 2014).

Racismdoes notmove fluidly, one day profitingwhites and on anoth-
er day aiding individuals of color (DiAngelo, 2011). The way in which
power flows betweenwhites and individuals of color is historic, normal-
ized, and profoundly rooted in the US (DiAngelo, 2011). A core dimen-
sion of racism is whiteness—a position of structural advantage or
superiority, race (skin) privilege and socially constructed so that individ-
uals accepted as ‘white’ gain access to more power, contributing to un-
earned privilege that does not necessitate that they self-identify as any
racial or ethnic identity. Thus, white skin is emblematic of systemic
white privilege, bestowing distinct indelible and irrefutable advantages
to individuals having it versus those who do not. Rabaka (2007) de-
scribes this embeddedness as follows: “whiteness is the ownership of
the earth forever and ever, Amen!” (2007 p. 3)Whiteness is also a stand-
point; specifically, whiteness is a location from which white people see
themselves, others, and society (DiAngelo, 2011). Because whiteness is
viewed as a collection of cultural practices that are typically rendered in-
visible and unnamed, it is important to realize thatwhiteness is dynamic,
relational, and operational at all times and on many levels (DiAngelo,
2011). Obscuring whiteness allows individuals the privilege of not hav-
ing to reflect consciously on their own identity, making their bodies
and their locations normative in a social system structured around race
aswell as other social dissimilarities (Van Herk, Smith, & Andrew, 2011).

As a microcosm of the larger society, these processes and practices
within the nursing profession are influenced through its membership –
primarily women with white skin whose values, beliefs, perspectives,
and experiences have shaped their thoughts and relationships through
their lived experience and further shaped their individual consciousness
(Puzan, 2003). Nurses act from discrete, adaptable, and relational places
of power.When looking at aspects of power andwhiteness, we have cer-
tainly realized and appreciated how gender, class, and race intersect in
the nursing profession; especially as most American nurses are white
women from middle and working class backgrounds. In addition to the
codified regulations that direct nurses' behavior, their behavior is further
directed through the fluid social practices of daily life such as “acting
white” (i.e., values, beliefs, and practices of the dominant white culture)
which is essential for full assimilation into the nursing profession for all
its members (regardless of color)—students, faculty, and clinical nurses
(Puzan, 2003).

Nurse leaders must urge their colleagues and students to character-
ize, name, contest, and transform the norms, traditions, structures, and
establishments that preserve white supremacy through continued ef-
fects of American colonialism (Scammell & Olumide, 2011). Bery
(2014) stated that white supremacy “is the existent structures, institu-
tions, and practices of racist domination that are vigorously re/produced
through the disabling of non-white power and anti-blackness” (p. 335).
Furthermore, white supremacy persists when race dynamics are ren-
dered invisible and not addressed, thereby advancing whites and white-
ness to the top of the racial hierarchy (Matias, Viesca, Garrison-Wade,
Tandon, & Galindo, 2014). White supremacy, more importantly, serves
as the bond that links racism to both colonialism and capitalism
(Rabaka, 2007; Sinclair &Albert, 2008). Critical to this analysis is one's re-
alization that the presence, meaning, and consequences of white su-
premacy are essential to an examination of the role of institutional
power, specifically within the nursing profession. Nurses need to under-
stand theways that power dynamics function at themicro level between
practitioners, between practitioners and their patients, and systemically
at the leadership level.White supremacy is oppressive and dynamic, and
it produces circumstances that form a person'sway of being in theworld.
Nurses must be cognizant that this too reinforces the creation of white-
ness as a racial system, epistemology, and practicewithin our society, in-
dividuals, and consequently, within our professional field (Bery, 2014).

For instance, cultural colonialism imparts that the experiences of ra-
cial minority groups, appraised against the prevailing dominant norms,
tend to be judgedwithout considering their historical and socio-political
context. Therefore, the experience and culture of the dominant power
group becomes universal and is used to predicate norms, casting these
as representative of all humanity. This occurs, for example, in practice,
research, development of educational material, and policy development.
This applies clearly to the profession of nursing, influencing decision-
making (e.g., academic content and relevant areas to pursue in research)
and acceptability of what is perceived as “normal.” We are also
confronted with using stereotypes to mark those outside of the norm
while simultaneously rendering their experiences and perspectives in-
visible (Sinclair & Albert, 2008). The present-day political climate estab-
lishes subliminal conditions that sustain the structures and tools of
American colonialism reinforcing its lifeblood—systematic racism and
oppression. Collective denial and a culture of silence sustains these sub-
liminal conditions that impact American society at large, including those
in nursing leadership positions. This silencemay not be deliberate; how-
ever, racism and oppression may be levied and perpetuated through
both obvious and subtle practices.

Modern-day pedagogy in nursing does not attend to this silence re-
garding anti-oppression beyond a theoretical understanding of issues
(if that). Personal engagement and commitment of nurse leaders, faculty,
students, and practitioners are not mandated (Sinclair & Albert, 2008).
Accordingly, we can deceive ourselves and think that because we are
nurses we are, consequently, non-racist and non-oppressive, as our
code of ethics and academic institutions declare they are staunch be-
lievers of this ideology. We allow ourselves to be victims of the forces
of American colonialism, racism, and oppression that propagate a culture
of silence, and we will, essentially, be doing nothing. Talk alone cannot
transform deeply embedded behaviors and policies (Sinclair & Albert,
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2008). To that end, nurses in leadership positionsmust elevate their crit-
ical consciousness, become more reflective, solicit introspective ques-
tions, and reassess the anti-oppressive discourse that is directing
perspectives and practices. For instance, this might include when (i) mi-
nority faculty members are contested on skills, (ii) retention of minority
faculty members is a concern for nursing leadership, and (iii) minority
students are engaged considerably less than non-minority students
(Sinclair & Albert, 2008).

Nursing colonialism and its persistence in nursing leadership

Thenursing profession is not ahistorical; this is critical to understand-
ing the persistence of colonialism as a factor that impacts nursing educa-
tion and practice today. Modern nursing as a profession has a relatively
recent beginning; Florence Nightingale founded the first formalized
training school for nurses at St. Thomas Hospital in London in 1860
(Daily Mail Reporter, 2011). Nightingale selected small contingents of
white European women of the ‘right calibre’ (e.g., character) to train
for one year (DailyMail Reporter, 2011 ¶ 1). This was at a timewhen En-
gland and the other European powers of Spain, France, and the Nether-
lands had been establishing numerous territories (colonies) and
conducting the slave trade across the North and South American, Asian,
Australian, and African continents and throughout the Caribbean since
the17th century (DiAngelo, 2011).WhenNightingale founded St. Thom-
as Hospital, England had abolished slavery (the law called for gradual
abolishment) in all British colonies only 27 years earlier in 1833
(Reuters, 2007). In the US, President Lincoln had yet to issue the Eman-
cipation Proclamation (1863) and the Civil War (1861–1865) had not
yet begun (History Channel, 2017). Since that time, nursing practice as
an “all-white female profession” has persisted, in many forms and itera-
tions (Minority Nurse Staff, 2013a, ¶ 10). In 1878, Mary Mahoney, the
first Black professional nurse in the US, was admitted to a nursing educa-
tion program in a New England hospital under a policy that limited ad-
missions to other than White European Americans to one African
American and one Jewish student for each training class (Minority
Nurse Staff, 2013b), and she became the first Black professional nurse
in the US.

In 1896, just eighteen years later, the first professional nursing orga-
nization in North America, the Nurses Associated Alumnae of theUnited
States and Canada, was founded, and in 1911, the organization evolved
into the American Nurses Association (ANA, 2017a). However, the orga-
nization refused to include or support nurses of color. Because of this
entrenched exclusionary practice, excluded nurses initiated their own
organizations. The National Association of Colored Graduate Nurses
was founded in 1908 to promote the welfare of Black nurses, challenge
racial discrimination, and win integration of Black nurses into nursing
schools, nursing jobs, and nursing organizations (African American
Registry, 2013).

The National Association of Colored Graduate Nurses successfully
lobbied to open the Army Nurse Corp to Black nurses during World
War I. During this time, more state nursing associations in the south ad-
mitted Black nurses tomembership, except for some of ANA's state chap-
ters including Florida, Maryland, Oklahoma, Mississippi, West Virginia,
Kentucky, Alabama, and Louisiana (Northrup, 1950). In 1951, when the
ANA agreed to completely integrate Black nurses into its organization,
the National Association of Colored Graduate Nurses disbanded
(African American Registry, 2013). However, twenty years later, little
had changed; in 1971, the National BlackNurses Associationwas formed
to promote equality, access, and inclusion in the ANA noting that Black
nurses had “very little presence and influence in the leadership of the
American Nurses Association,” (National Black Nurses Association,
2014, ¶4). This problem persisted, and by 2000, a comparative study of
the small number of minority nurses in leadership positions in nursing
and healthcare organizations called this persistent status quo a national
problem (Schmeidling, 2000). Incorporated in 1998, The National Coali-
tion of Ethnic Minority Nurse Associations (NCEMNA) gave voice to the
over 350, 000 nurses in five ethnic minority nursing organizations and
advocated for equity and justice for minority nurses and their ethnic mi-
nority patient populations (NCEMNA, 2017).

To date, in 2017, there have been 35 ANA Presidents; since its
founding in 1911, only two of them (5.7%) were other thanWhite Euro-
pean Americans (ANA, 2017b). (Note: We derived this information first
from the referenced ANAwebsite to obtain the listing of presidents, then
searched for biographic information for each past president.). In 1978,
the first Black nurse was elected President of ANA, Dr. Barbara Nichols
– 14 years after Congress passed the Civil Rights Act and 7 years after
the National Black Nurses Association was formed. The second minority
President of the ANA was Dr. Beverly Malone. During her career, Dr.
Malone served as President of ANA, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Health,
United States Department of Health & Human Services, and General Sec-
retary of the Royal College of Nursing in London (Wright, 2006). She had
been quite candid about her need as a person of color to confront her ex-
periences of prejudice and judgements. In an interview in London, she
said “I know that in leadership it is really not about me as a person.
There is a critique of the role and how I do it. But there is also that of
me being in the role-which is about me being African American. I have
learned to deal with that (Wright, 2006, p. 2).” The Venn diagram high-
lights outcomes of the interaction of racism and persistent colonialism
on American Nursing (Fig. 1).

Nursing leadership-strategies to decolonize the nursing profession

When aiming for decolonization, it is pivotal to avoid discarding the
deleterious effects of colonization so quickly that the predominant un-
derlying causes and effects of contemporary problems are not washed
away without consideration of the systemic, all-encompassing tentacles
that have locked onto human consciousness (Thésée & Carr, 2012). It is
disingenuous for nurse leaders to ask that other nurses reflect on the col-
onizing nature of their nursing practice without doing so themselves.
Only then can leaders advocate and model how best to navigate the in-
evitable tension that arises between government needs and community
needs. Moreover, as individuals within the nursing profession who now
recognize the interdependence of American colonialism, racism, and op-
pression and apply a race, class, and gender evaluation in all matters of
our being – only then can nurse leaders more confidently participate in
the decolonization of the nursing profession.

In examining American colonialism within nursing education and
practice, McGibbon, Mulaudzi, Didham, Bartond, and Sochan (2014) ob-
served that “working toward decolonizing nursing includes a commit-
ment to exposing colonizing ideologies, values and structures
embedded in nursing curricula, teachingmethodologies and professional
development” (p. 186). As nurse leaders and role models, we acknowl-
edge that the theory and practice of our profession has evolved within
a Eurocentric context of colonialism and that humility and risk-taking
are ethical responsibilities required to face our own biases and limita-
tions in relation to decolonization (National League for Nursing, 2016).
Thus the first step is to learn the meaning and importance of becoming
an accomplice.

Illustrated by the distinguished poet and activist Maya Angelou's
quote which opens this paper, colonialism and its companion racism
function as social cancer cells, inserting themselves steadily and inexora-
bly into our private lives. Therefore, to be excised, it must first be
searched for and identified. This action requires personal recognition
and examination using the very actions of reflective practice that are
taught as the hallmarks of nursing practice. Only then can nurse leaders
take the individual and collective measures needed to legitimize their
advocacy. Becoming an accomplice to deconstruct white supremacy is
key. When nursing leaders fight back or forward, together, with persons
working to decolonize andmobilize anti-oppressive and anti-racist prac-
tices and policies, they become complicit in a struggle andmovement to-
wards liberation—we are then accomplices. The goal for nurse leaders is
not to simply unlearn oppression. Rather the goal is to understand the
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importance of securing resources andmaterial support to promote liber-
ation efforts and to act on this understanding. Furthermore, mobilization
of these efforts is not based on personal guilt or shame (Indigenous
Action, 2014). A nurse leader accomplice strategizes with, not for, to
help or support others and engages intentionally in difficult, disturbing,
and challenging discussions. Nurse leaders who are accomplices recog-
nize that no one has a responsibility to provide them information to pro-
mote their understanding of American colonialism. Accomplices seek to
learn and understand the enduring effects of American colonialism be-
cause they are accountable and responsible for confronting these issues.

Nurse leaders who become accomplices are then emboldened to take
public actions and promote initiatives that present solutions to the prob-
lem of the invisibility of minority nurses in leadership positions in the
local and national arenas of our healthcare system. These individualmea-
sures include the following examples of action steps:
Become an accomplice

Optimize inclusion
Optimize inclusion in your own workplace – from the informal discus-

sion gatherings within nursing units, company departments, and lunch
tables to appointments on committees, nominations for office, and staff
opinion leaders. Think critically about the nursing leadership machine
(i.e., leadership development system) at your place of practice. Identify
howandwhere nurses play a part inmaintaining the leadershipmachine
and how they learn to fit into the leadershipmachine (Coffman, Putman,
Adkisson, Kriner, & Monaghan, 2016). Gain a better understanding of
how the leadership machine's process shifts the perceptions of interac-
tions and communications to detect systemic racism when it occurs.
This allows accomplices the opportunity to guide actions that support,
mentor, and help nurses of color keep their voices and to stake their
place in the organization.
Critique organizations' public persona
Examine and change your company's or school's hiring and promotion

practices – analyze the human resources' procedures for hiring andman-
agement of new faculty, executives, advanced practice registered nurse
providers, staff, and board members. Critique print and social media
sources that yourmarketing andhuman resource departments use to ad-
vertise positions and organizational services. Inwhat venues are they ad-
vertising? Which pictures of community, faculty, staff, and/or nurse
leaders are they choosing for these advertisements? Pictures in advertis-
ing are used for visual cues and can also be used as code to say, “This is us,
if you are like us, come and join us!” This also communicates to readers
that if you do not look like the pictures, you are the Other, and as the
Other, readers often choose to stay away.
Examine organizations' process of knowledge development
Critique and challenge the process of colonialism in knowledge develop-

ment – ensure that a broader set of perspectives are included in your ed-
ucational and practice settings. An accomplice recognizes where there is
the absence of perspectives in the development of nursing knowledge
that are other than those from white Anglo- American culture. This nar-
row perspective of knowledge is then disseminated in such media as
documents and policy papers, editorials and position papers, research,
and newsletters from your workplace or organization. Change in these
practices is accomplished by purposely including nurse leaders of color
and those having an antiracist lens into work, policy making, research
design and dissemination of findings, program evaluation, and writing
groups. This is important, for example, since nursing research is not im-
partial, apolitical, or ahistorical, and nursing is regulated by dominant
discourses. Thus, colonialismmust be recognized through these perspec-
tives as a primary determinant of health, affecting health outcomes and
collective well-being.
Challenge white silence
Recognize and challenge white silence as the enabler of racism – the

nurse leader who is an accomplice challenges white silence when it is
seen, heard, or felt. Self-reflection practices will strengthen your ability
to recognize when you are censoring your own speech from fear of
being marginalized or criticized, or if you detect a lack of validation for
your perceptions. If you are not a person of color, seek to become an
ally or accomplice with your colleagues in the minority in your school,
organization, or place of business. Learn about anti-oppression frame-
works and anti-oppressive pedagogy that faculty and other nurses can
take to challenge racist statements and practices and partner with
others to work towards a more just workforce environment. Recognize
that diversity training or cultural sensitivity training is not enough to
challenge the discomfort many nursing leaders experience in
confronting or engaging in discussions about racism. The default re-
sponse is then to avoid it. Instead, advocate for specific, intentional
workplace training in reflecting on racism, talking about racism and
responding to racist practices for executives, faculty, and staff.

Identify and change ethnocentric education curriculum
Recognize and change the processes of American colonialism as reflected

in the content and experience of nurse education – if you are a nurse edu-
cator or plan to be one, recognize that widespread curricular change is
needed in nursing education. Learn about the role of nurses in perpetu-
ating American colonialism in nursing organizations, schools of educa-
tion, and through hiring practices. Help your students broaden their
perspective with questions that examine their personal perspectives on
race and the role it plays in their lives and in healthcare. You can include
questions such as: Have you ever witnessed racism in healthcare? Have
you ever witnessed racism in nursing practice? What learning journey
are you on? As you learn about yourself and your patients, how would
you describe your journey to another nurse? How do you empower
yourself? When and how do you empower other nurses? Assess the
role that primary health care plays in the program of study, whether it
is integrated throughout as in true patient-centered care or merely iso-
lated in one course or section of a course, not to bementioned again. De-
termine if an analysis about American colonialism is included in nursing
theory and cultural diversity courses that examine “whiteness” aswell as
“other” cultures; further, is it then included in other courses to provide a
framework for assessment and patient care. Examine curriculum for the
inclusion of nurses of color (e.g., Mary Mahoney, Mary Seacole, Susan
King Taylor, Betty SmithWilliams and others) as co-founders of modern
nursing practice. Measure the amount of time and focus on antiracist
pedagogy that appears in the curriculum and whether it is threaded
throughout or isolated into one course, or section, or learning activity.

Table 1 provides a summary of these beginning strategies to address
decolonization and racism in your organization and/or classroom, orga-
nized as problemareas that need to be addressed, for ease of use by nurs-
ing leaders in diverse practice roles today.

Decolonization in the context of nursing is a direct, active process of
confronting, exposing, and changing instances of marginalization of
nurses or patients of color and of identifying and challenging racist status
perspectives andpractices in nursing and other healthcare organizations,
to end the perpetuation of racism in nursing organizations, healthcare
delivery, and in nursing education. It is a continual process, rather than
an outcome. Given that the process of colonization has developed syner-
gistically between the colonized and the colonizers, decolonization and
the strategies it embodies must incorporate this combined history. Ulti-
mately, leaders must uphold and activate paradigms of ethnic and cul-
tural knowledge on a broader platform to uncover the treasure of
diverse languages, worldviews, teachings, and experiences (McGibbon
et al., 2014). It is critical for nurse leaders to focus their attention on
each of these areas given that those who have been colonized have
been systematically excluded from nursing history, from contemporary
academic institutions, and from Eurocentric knowledge development
systems. Amnesia about American colonization and its ongoing impact



Fig. 1. Outcomes of racism and persistent colonialism on American nursing.
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within the nursing profession undergirds many practices that continue
to create and preserve poor health status among those who must be
our partners in pursuit of optimum health care and health outcomes
for all persons (McGibbon et al., 2014).

As such, a commitment to decolonization in the nursing profession
possesses vast potential for all of our intellectual and practice endeavors.
Quite importantly, decolonizing strategies in the nursing profession
would become more pronounced if nurse leaders enforced our
profession's alliance with social justice and human rights endeavors.
Today, these are not often at the vanguard of, for example, talking points,
policies, mission statements, curricular documents, or professional prac-
tice guidelines in any significant way, despite some of the nursing
profession's justice-based historic roots (McGibbon et al., 2014). Further-
more, a coherent and explicit emphasis on the structural determinants of
health could enlighten and facilitate the process of decolonizing nursing
knowledge development, education, and practice (McGibbon et al.,
2014).

Implications for nursing leadership

The role of race in nursing education and practice, as well as
healthcare delivery, is a key marker for and co-variant of health dispar-
ities (Giger, 2011) This is particularly pertinent as theUS population con-
tinues to grow more diverse in race, religion, gender practices, and
immigration status (American Association of Colleges of Nursing, 2015;
United States Census Quick Facts, 2016). As a recent study of race and
poverty in Chicago concluded, lifespan can be determined by one's zip
code, which also predicts economic status, race, and health status
(Vickroy, 2016). This is one of many studies which has identified the
role that racismplays in the persistenceof social and economic inequities
and in health disparities in the US. Understanding and combating racism
and its influence in healthcare and in nursing leadership comes at a time
whenHealthy People 2020 now includes racism in the roots and risks as-
sociated with the Determinants of Health. Racism is defined as “a partic-
ular type of health difference that is closely linkedwith social, economic,
and/or environmental disadvantage…health disparities adversely affect
groups of people who have systematically experienced greater obstacles
to health based on their racial or ethnic group; religion; socioeconomic
status; gender; age; mental health; cognitive, sensory, or physical dis-
ability; sexual orientation or gender identity; geographic location; or
other characteristics historically linked to discrimination or exclusion”
(United States, Department of Health and Human Services, 2008, ¶ 6).

The nursing shortage is real, and so is the shortage of nurse leaders in
all aspects of health care, including at the policy table, in systems man-
agement, and providing culturally tailored primary healthcare. The
nursing profession is charged to effectively combat the new plagues of
the modern world, including: health inequities, new and emerging in-
fections and pandemics, child labor, human trafficking, terrorism, com-
munity violence, poverty, ignorance, and the plight of the girlchild. The
nursing profession's stakeholders are increasingly diverse in race, SES,
religion, and values, representing a multi-ethnic, multi-racial, multilin-
gual, and sociotechnical worldview, with needs and expectations that
can only be understood and recognized by nurse leaders with different
perspectives. Nurses must practice unencumbered, to the full extent of
our education, preparation, and experiences. Nurses of white European
heritage must take their blinders off, examine the track to leadership in
their own organizations for nurses of color, and commit to the changes
necessary to end the covert and overt racismof American colonialism in
nursing, which prevents full use of the talents and perspectives avail-
able for leadership roles throughout nursing.

Although nursing professionals are proud of their legacy of advocacy
for human rights, nursing leadership lags far behind its own agenda to
develop a diverse nursingworkforce thatmirrors its patient populations,
with full access to opportunities for education and advancement. Only
when that goal is reached, can the nursing profession offer necessary
perspectives other than those fromwhite Eurocentric voices that inform
nursing education, healthcare policy and action, and population health
advocacy. Towards that end, nurse leaders in education, professional or-
ganizations (e.g., the ANA, American Organization of Nurse Executives,
American Association of Colleges of Nursing, and National League for
Nursing), and health care and nursing care practice settingsmust address
white silence directly and confront complicity in the persistence and
power of institutional racism in the nursing profession. Nurse leaders
must acknowledge white silence and challenge it in all its guises,



Table 1
Beginning strategies for nurse leader accomplices to decolonize the nursing profession.

Problem area Stakeholders Examples of actions

Inclusion/exclusion Nurses in all areas of practice and levels of
education

- Regularly examine the leadership track and knowledge development machine at your place of
business: how does it include and accommodate diverse membership? How is the contribution of
nurses from ethnic minority backgrounds invited, included, acknowledged, and valued?

- Ensure sustained mentorship of nurses of color
- Assure the voices of nurses of color are included in practice, leadership, research, and operations

decision making
Hiring and promotion
practices

Nursing administrators, NCOs, deans and
directors

- Examine your organization's hiring and promotion practices
- Examine the venues, sources, and practices that marketing is using: is it targeted to a Eurocentric

population? Will it reach those in healthcare with different understandings, requirements, and
viewpoints?

- Partner with marketing to include input from diverse populations into marketing decisions
Nursing knowledge
development

All professional nursing organizations

Nurse educators

- Ensure inclusion of diverse viewpoints and forms of evidence in addition to clinical research when
gathering evidence to support change

- Ensure that the policy writing group, task force, or research team includes members from diverse
heritages who can bring different perspectives and understandings and histories to the table

- Examine what research questions or critical inquiry processes are used to formulate policies and
proposals; what populations or interests stand to benefit, and what populations are left out?

White silence Nurses in all areas of practice and levels of
education

- If you see or witness racism in any form, speak up
- Participate in anti-racist or diversity or social justice meetings, groups, or task forces
- If you are of white European heritage, read the literature on anti-colonialism in nursing to learn

how to be an ally – an accomplice – a co-conspirator in effecting positive change in your organi-
zation

- If you are a nurse of African, Asian, Indigenous or Hispanic heritage, learn about anti-colonialism
paradigms and anti-oppressive pedagogies; partner with others to find and use your voice when
perceiving acts of racial injustice or institutional colonialism

- Advocate for intentional diversity training in how to engage in meaningful dialogues about race
with coworkers, students, employees, stakeholders

Ethnocentric Nursing
Education Curriculum

Educators
AACN, CCNE, NLN, ACEN nursing education
and accreditation organizations

- Recognize that to end American colonialism in nursing education, there is need for widespread
change in nursing curriculum

- Begin with your own self-reflective practice
- Assure the incorporation of antiracist theories, models and/or conceptual frameworks into nursing

foundation courses
- Teach students to broaden their perspective to understand the different worldviews of the diverse

nursing workforce and their patients
- Hold workshops and conferences on antiracist curricular practices and anti-oppressive pedagogy

for faculty
- Teach the skills necessary to challenge discriminatory behaviors
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including the private aswell as the public. For instance, the American As-
sociation of Colleges of Nursing have acknowledged the need for “ade-
quate representation” of diverse groups in the nursing profession and
lists its actions to date towards that end (e.g., offering technical assis-
tance to workforce diversity initiatives, collaborating on position papers
and other initiatives, sitting on panels, and advocating for more federal
funding to enhance diversity (American Association of Colleges of
Nursing, 2015, ¶1)). However, as the National Black Nurses Association
(2014) stated in 1971, the presence and influence of nurse leaders
from minority groups in nursing leadership positions at the organiza-
tional and national level continues as small, often invisible, and largely
missing.

Conclusion

The nursing profession has developed and progressed within the
context of American colonialism offering a basis for the colonizing of in-
tellectual growth in our profession. Likewise, racism and white privilege
perform a vital role in sustaining colonialismwithin our profession. Rac-
ismdoes not just add to risk for health disparities in our patients and loss
of opportunities for ourselves, racism exacerbates these risks exponen-
tially. It is imperative that both student and practicing nurses understand
how their membership in the larger healthcare profession is shaped
through the social, political, and historical contexts rooted in American
colonialism. Becoming aware of and responding to how American colo-
nialism creates and sustains health inequities is a fundamental step to
creating a change in nursing practice, professional development, and ed-
ucation, as well as creating a new narrative for howwe can optimize the
health of all people. Decolonizing the nursing profession takes a willing-
ness to recognize racismand its associated elements ofwhite supremacy,
white privilege, and whiteness as a personal worldview. American colo-
nialism in our culture has had a major influence in our nursing profes-
sion, an influence that has produced oppression in education, practice,
and leadership today. It is time for nurses in positions of leadership to
take the next step in decolonizing the nursing profession. Become ac-
complices and take action to identify, examine logistically, and then de-
stroy structural racism wherever it is expressed or experienced. This
paper offers professional nurse leaders another opportunity to reflect
on human rights history and to move beyond reflection to active steps
that decolonize our profession and effectively overcome the persistent
challenges to recognize and directly address racism in our profession.
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